Imaging of Anaplastic Thyroid Carcinoma
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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma is fatal if unresectable. However, improved survival has been reported after gross total resection and multimodality therapy. In this report, we describe the contrast-enhanced high-resolution CT characteristics of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma in 57 patients. Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma presented as a large neck mass with necrosis in 82% of cases. The tumors demonstrated common extrathyroidal extension (91%). Sixty-two percent of tumors demonstrated calcification. Visceral space invasion involved the esophagus (62%), trachea (57%), and larynx (29%). Carotid artery encasement was present in 42%, and 43% involved the internal jugular vein. Sixty-three percent had lateral compartment lymphadenopathy; 58% of these nodes were necrotic, and 11% were cystic. No metastatic nodes had calcification. Central compartment lymphadenopathy was seen in 56% of cases, and lateral retropharyngeal lymphadenopathy was detected in 12%. Knowledge of these imaging features aids in guiding the approach to the initial tissue diagnosis with either fine-needle aspiration or core biopsy, assessing the feasibility of surgical resection, and determining prognosis.

ABBREVIATIONS: ATC = anaplastic thyroid carcinoma; CECT = contrast-enhanced CT; DTC = differentiated thyroid cancer

Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) accounts for 1%–2% of all thyroid malignancies, but results in over 50% of deaths from thyroid cancer.1-3 Despite modern therapies, it remains a highly aggressive disease with one of the worst prognoses among all malignancies. Historically, mean survival was approximately only 5 months,4 and 1-year survival was 20%, with 2-year survival at approximately 10%.5 With recent advances in multidisciplinary care, median survivals have improved, though most patients do not achieve ultimate cure of their disease.6 Women are affected slightly more than men at a ratio of 1.5:1, with a peak incidence in the sixth and seventh decades of life.7,8 ATC is known to arise through 2 mechanisms: de novo or from dedifferentiation of well-differentiated thyroid cancer.9,10

ATC is characterized by local invasiveness and extensive necrosis.11 The typical presentation is that of a rapidly enlarging neck mass, often in older patients, prompting contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) evaluation.12 Doubling time for ATC tumor volume can be as low as 1 week.1,13 Symptoms of mass effect upon the trachea and larynx are usually seen at initial presentation. Direct invasion of adjacent structures, including muscle, trachea, larynx, esophagus, and recurrent laryngeal nerve, is common. In addition, nodal metastases are seen in up to 40% of patients at diagnosis.14 Distant metastases are present in 43% of patients upon presentation, with the most common locations being the lung (78%), adrenals (24%), liver (20%), and brain (18%).14 Of identifiable causes, death is most commonly the result of advanced pulmonary metastatic disease (35%), followed by airway compromise (16%), tumor-related hemorrhage (14%), and cardiac failure (11%).14

In distinction to differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and medullary thyroid cancer, all cases of ATC are staged by the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM system as stage IV disease because of its aggressive nature and poor prognosis.5,8 Stage IVA denotes primary tumor without extrathyroidal extension and is considered resectable disease. Stage IVB denotes tumor extension beyond the thyroid without distant metastasis and may or may not be resectable depending on the extent of local invasion. Stage IVC indicates distant metastatic disease. Given improved survival with early multimodality treatment5 and increased use of head and neck imaging, it is important for radiologists to be familiar with the imaging features of ATC to avoid delays in diagnosis.
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addition, defining the extent of disease, including local invasion and metastatic adenopathy, is critical for appropriate management of the patient.

The imaging literature on ATC is limited, with most reports from before the advent of multidetector CT. To our knowledge, the single article in the radiology literature describing the imaging findings of ATC with multidetector CT included only 9 cases and did not address the frequency of organ invasion, vascular encasement, and cervical lymphadenopathy. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to accurately describe the CECT features of ATC at presentation in a large number of patients presenting to a tertiary cancer referral center.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Under an institutional review board–approved protocol, the institutional data base was queried for patients with the diagnosis of anaplastic thyroid cancer between June 2004 and February 2017. Patients without CECT imaging before any therapy for ATC or those with suboptimal image quality were excluded. Fifty-seven patients with biopsy-proved ATC and CECT before therapy were included in this retrospective review. Patients underwent imaging on a 4–16-detector LightSpeed CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin), with axial 1.25–3 mm collimation at 120 kVp and 160–400 mA, after injection of 125 mL of Omnipaque 350 (GE Healthcare) at 3 mL/s with a 90-second delay.

Two neuroradiologists (S.A. and either J.M.D. or T.V.), each with a Certificate of Added Qualification and subspecialty interest in head and neck imaging, reviewed all CECT images by consensus. Images were evaluated for the presence of the following: 1) extent of tumor involvement within the thyroid; 2) size of tumor (anteroposterior and transverse dimensions in the axial plane); 3) margins; 4) extrathyroidal extension; 5) tumor morphology; 6) presence of calcifications; 7) esophageal invasion; 8) tracheal invasion; 9) laryngeal invasion; 10) carotid encasement; 11) internal jugular vein involvement; and 12) intrathoracic extension. The presence of central compartment, lateral compartment, and lateral retropharyngeal lymphadenopathy was documented. Lateral and central compartment lymphadenopathy were assessed for calcification, necrosis, and cystic change.

RESULTS
Of the 207 patients with the diagnosis of ATC, 60 patients had pretherapy imaging. Three of the 60 patients were excluded for poor image quality. Of the 57 patients reviewed in our study, 30 patients were men and 27 patients were women. The patient ages ranged between 21 and 82 years (mean, 64 years; median, 65 years). The mean size of the primary tumor was 5.1 \( \times \) 4.5 cm with a median size of 5.0 \( \times \) 4.5 cm (anteroposterior \( \times \) transverse).

Figure 1 shows the baseline imaging characteristics of the primary tumor in our patient population, and representative images from 1 of our study patients are shown in Fig 2. The tumor involved 1 lobe of the thyroid in 26 patients (46%), and both lobes were involved in 31 patients (54%). Tumor margins were ill-defined in 47 patients (82%) and well-defined in 10 patients (18%).

Extrathyroidal extension of the tumor was present in 52 of 57 patients (91%). The tumor morphology was mixed solid and necrotic in 47 patients (82%), with the remainder being solid. No lesions were purely cystic. Calcification was present in 62% of cases (35/57). Of those tumors with calcification, coarse calcification was the most com-
mon (20/57), followed by punctate/stippled calcification (19/57) and 5 cases of eggshell calcification (some tumors had more than 1 type of calcification).

Figure 3 shows the frequency of direct organ invasion and vascular involvement by ATC. The organ with the highest propensity for invasion was the esophagus (63%), followed by the trachea (57%) and the larynx (29%). Vascular involvement by the primary tumor was also commonly present, with carotid artery encasement in 42% of cases and internal jugular vein involvement in 43%. Direct intrathoracic extension of ATC was present in almost half the cases (24/57).

Lateral compartment lymphadenopathy was seen in 63% of our cases, and these metastatic nodes were frequently necrotic (58%), but none contained calcification. Cystic nodes were uncommon (11%). Central compartment lymphadenopathy was seen in 56% of cases; 59% of these nodes were necrotic, and only 3 nodes had calcification (9%), with 2 being cystic (6%). Lateral retropharyngeal adenopathy was seen in 7 patients (12%).

**DISCUSSION**

Although ATC carries a dismal prognosis, improved survival can be achieved in select cases with a gross total resection in combination with chemotherapy/targeted therapy and radiation therapy. Therefore, precise tumor localization is imperative in determining and assessing treatment options. The primary factors that limit the possibility of meaningful surgery for a patient with ATC are carotid artery encasement (42% in our study), significant laryngeal and tracheal (57% and 29% in our study) or esophageal involvement (63% in our study), significant mediastinal extension, or significant regional or distant metastases. Although laryngotracheal and esophageal resections may be considered for less biologically aggressive tumors, these more complex surgeries and reconstructions are rarely attempted for patients with ATC because of the morbidity of the surgery in the setting of an overall very poor prognosis. Carotid encasement, which was present in 42% of our cases, would be considered inoperable. Similarly, reporting vascular involvement is also critical for the oncologist to counsel patients because this radiographic finding indicates the potential for local hemorrhage and death. Figure 4 demonstrates the typical imaging appearance of ATC at presentation in a patient who was initially deemed inoperable. After positive response to chemoradiation therapy, the carotid encasement and deep organ invasion were significantly improved. In a retrospective review of 121 patients with ATC, age <60 years, tumor size <7 cm, and less extensive disease at presentation were independently associated with decreased disease-related mortality. Increased survival is associated with surgical resection when feasible, younger age, smaller tumor size, higher dose of radiation therapy, absence of distant metastases at presentation, coexistence of papillary thyroid cancer, and management by using multimodal therapy. A retro-

**FIG 3.** Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma propensity for organ invasion and vascular involvement.

**FIG 4.** A 60-year-old man with enlarging right neck mass and hoarseness for 2 months with core biopsy demonstrating ATC, stage IVC. A, Graphic demonstrating the critical areas of evaluation to characterize the local invasiveness of an aggressive thyroid mass. B, Solid, heterogeneously enhancing right lobe tumor invades the trachea and esophagus, with leftward displacement of the midline structures, and encasement of the right ICA [arrow]. C, Histologic features show enlarged, pleomorphic giant cells with hyperchromatic nuclei growing in sheets consistent with ATC. Necrosis with inflammation is common in these tumors as seen in the upper portion of this picture (hematoxylin-eosin tissue section at 200× magnification). D, After systemic therapy, the tumor mass has significantly decreased in size, with increased central necrosis, and improved overall local invasiveness. The right ICA is no longer encased (white arrow), and the tumor is now separable from the esophagus (black arrow).
When encountering a large thyroid mass, the primary concern remains DTC, which represents >90% of all thyroid cancers. The differential diagnosis also includes ATC and thyroid lymphoma (particularly when the presentation is a rapidly growing neck mass), and other primary thyroid malignancies (poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma or medullary thyroid cancer), and less commonly metastasis to the thyroid. Sonography is the preferred initial technique for evaluating a neck mass of thyroid origin; however, patients with a rapidly enlarging neck mass and symptoms that might include hoarseness and dysphagia (as seen in ATC) frequently undergo initial evaluation with CECT. Sonography, however, is useful in guiding percutaneous biopsy for rapid diagnosis. The sonographic appearance of ATC is nonspecific and typically reveals a large, heterogeneous, hypoechoic, solid mass with vascularity.\(^{11}\) Accurate diagnosis of ATC can be achieved with fine-needle aspiration in 84% of cases.\(^{20}\) However, at our institution, core biopsy is preferred because of the extensive necrosis typically seen with ATC and also to facilitate adequate tissue for molecular testing.\(^4\) Molecular testing, though not recommended in professional guidelines at this time, has gained critical importance in ATC recently. This is because of the recent finding of a basket trial with a BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination (dabrafenib/trametinib) with very high initial response rate in BRAF-mutated ATC. A high index of suspicion for ATC when encountering a rapidly enlarging thyroid mass in an older person, and proceeding with a core biopsy aimed at solid non-necrotic areas, improves diagnostic material to triage patients earlier for therapy. At our institution, core biopsy of suspected ATC or thyroid lymphoma is performed under ultrasound guidance by using a 19-gauge introducer needle and a 20-gauge biopsy gun.

In addition to high-quality CECT of the neck, the initial staging work-up for ATC would also include whole body imaging with PET-CT to exclude distant metastatic disease, brain MR imaging, and chest CT.\(^2,21\) Figure 1 demonstrates the typical CT imaging features of ATC at presentation, including a large necrotic mass involving both lobes of the thyroid with poorly defined margins, extrathyroidal extension, and local invasion. These imaging features are uncommon in DTC and raise the concern for a higher-grade thyroid carcinoma (poorly differentiated or anaplastic). Figure 5 illustrates the differentiating CT features of papillary thyroid cancer, lymphoma, and ATC in patients with thyroid masses of similar size at presentation. DTC is most commonly seen on CECT as a solid, homogeneous, hypovascular, non-necrotic nodule. Calcifications may be seen in both papillary thyroid cancer (32%) and ATC (62% in our cohort).\(^21\) Thyroid lymphoma typically presents with a rapidly enlarging anterior neck mass and symptoms of mass effect, similar to ATC. Differentiation of lymphoma from ATC is important for both prognosis and treatment implications, and when this rare entity is suspected, flow cytometry can be performed on a fresh fine-needle aspiration sample for diagnosis. Ishikawa et al\(^{15} \) described 3 features on CT that differentiated primary thyroid lymphoma from ATC with statistical significance. These included the presence or absence of calcification and necrosis and heterogeneous or homogeneous attenuation.\(^{15,21}\) ATC contained calcification and necrosis and had heterogeneous attenuation. Thyroid lymphoma, in contrast, was homogeneous without calcification or necrosis.\(^{15}\) Our findings in ATC (Figs 2 and 3) align with those described in ATC by Kim.\(^{2,3}\) Core biopsy is helpful in the characterization of both ATC and lymphoma.

Metastatic lymphadenopathy from ATC is frequently necrotic, and nodal necrosis was present in 58% of cases in our study. Lymphadenopathy from DTC can be homogeneously enhancing and solid or cystic. Cystic nodes were uncommon in our
study of ATC and were likely related to metastasis from coexisting DTC. DTC lymph nodes are rarely necrotic. Thus, it is important for biopsy purposes to target a viable tumor focus, but because ATC and papillary thyroid cancer may coexist (Fig 6), the lesions with higher-grade imaging features would be preferentially selected for biopsy. If a lymph node is biopsied and initial fine-needle aspiration triage indicates DTC in a patient with CECT imaging of concern for ATC, another biopsy of the thyroid mass would be indicated. Alternatively, if lymph node biopsy returns ATC, no additional sampling of the thyroid mass would be necessary.

CONCLUSIONS
The presence of a rapidly enlarging necrotic thyroid mass should raise concern for ATC, particularly when there is local organ invasion and necrotic cervical lymphadenopathy. Awareness of these imaging features of ATC allows for radiographic distinctions to favor ATC over a well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma or thyroid lymphoma and potentially expedite diagnosis. The frequent local and regional imaging findings, in particular the tumor extent and association with critical structures in the neck, emphasize the role for high-quality CECT imaging. Knowledge of these imaging features will aid in guiding the approach to initial tissue diagnosis with either fine-needle aspiration or core biopsy, assessing if surgical resection is feasible, and determining prognosis.
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